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Sequential, History-Dependent Approach to 

Trip-Chaining Behaviot 

RYUICHI KITAMURA 

The characteristics of trip-purpose chains are examined, and a sequential 
model of trip chaining, which consists of history-dependent probabilities 
of activity choice, is developed. Statistical analyses of the study indicate 
that there is a consistent hierarchical order in sequencing activities in a 
chain where less-flexible activities tend to be pursued first. The analyses 
also indicate that the set of activities pursued in a chain tends to be 
homogeneous. Thus activity transitions are more organized and systematic 
than what a Markovian model would depict. Based on these findings, a 
sequential model of activity choice is formulated that, in spite of its simpli
fied representation of the history of a chain, satisfactorily represents the 
observed behavior. Although the focus of the model is on direct linkages 
between activities, the model is capable of representing those characteris· 
tics associated with the entire set of activities in a chain. The results of the 
study strongly support the sequential modeling approach and indicate its 
practical usefulness in the analysis of trip-chaining behavior. 

The importance of understanding trip-chaining be
havior has long been recognized in connection with 
nonresidential trip generation <!.> or with urban 
land use development <1>. Underlying this is the 
dissatisfaction with the way tripmaking has been 
dealt with in the conventional transportation plan
ning process or in location theory <l>· As planning 
emphases in transportation shifted from infrastruc
ture construction toward systems management and pol
icy development, it was recognized that there was an 
increased need for a more fundamental understanding 
of travel behavior (~-~) • The responses of urban 
residents to the recent oil crises (7,8) have made 
evident the importance of investigating trip-chain
ing behavior. Its importance is clearly seen when 
considering how the temporal and spatial distribu
tion of trips in · an urban area is affected by the 
way people organize their daily schedule of activi
ties and combine trips. Statistical analyses have 
been accumulated to form a substantial body of em
pirical evidence [reviews of previous works on re
lated subjects can be found in Hanson ( 5) and Damm 
(9)]. Yet many questions that have arisen in model
building efforts of trip-chaining behavior remain to 
be answered. 

In this study one of the critical issues in trip 
chain modeling is addressed: representation of the 
decision structure involved in trip chaining. From 
the viewpoint that people plan and schedule before
hand a set of activities to be pursued in a trip 
chain, the decision process can be best represented 
as a simultaneous one that concerns the entire set. 
However, only few studies (10) have taken this ap
proach in the past because of enormous difficulties 
involved in developing a practical simultaneous 
model of trip chaining. Most previous studies took 
sequential modeling approaches, which include the 
Markovian approach that has been traditionally used 
in trip chain analysis (1,3,11-14). The validity of 
the Markovian models, however ,-has not been thor
oughly examined in the past, although several empir
ical observations (15-18) have indicated that trip 
chaining is not Markovian. 

The objective of this study is to demonstrate 
that the inadequacy of previous sequential models is 
caused by their failure to represent patterns of 
activity sequencing and activity set formation in 
trip chaining, and further to demonstrate that trip
chaining behavior can be adequately described by 
sequential probabilities of activity choice that 
incorporate the history dependence of the behavior 

in a simple manner. The sequential approach has an 
obvious advantage because it represents the behavior 
by a simple model structure while avoiding combina
torial and other problems that may otherwise arise. 
At the same time, the approach may appear to be in
consistent witli the viewpoint that trip chains are 
planned and scheduled beforehand while considering 
the entire set of activities, and not the transi
tions between activities. Whether a sequential 
analysis can adequately describe the behavior is, 
therefore, a er i tic al question to be examined, be
cause if the sequential approach is proven to be 
valid, it will lead to practical models of trip 
chaining that can be developed for a wide range of 
study objectives. This study is an effort to estab
lish a basis for such development. 

In examining' the adequacy of the sequential ap
proach, two aspects are discussed: sequencing of 
activities in a trip chain, and tendencies or pref
erences in formation of the set of activities to be 
pursued in a trip chain. (This study is concerned 
with types and sequences of activities in a chain, 
but not with their spatial or temporal attributes. 
A modeling effort that extends the present study 
into the temporal dimension can be found in a paper 
by Kitamura and Kerman shah presented elsewhere in 
this Record.) How these two aspects affect sequen
tial probabilities of activity choice is demon
strated, Following this, empirical observations are 
made, and the nature of trip-chaining behavior is 
characterized. 

BACKGROUND 

The equivalence of the sequential and simultaneous 
approaches can be found in the following identity. 
By letting Xn be the nth activity in a trip chain 
for the case of three actil!ities, 

Pr(X1 =A, X2 = B, X3 = C) = Pr(X3 = Cl X1 = A, X2 = B)Pr(X2 = Bl X1 

=A)Pr(X1 =A) (!) 

The probability that a given set of activities is 
chosen and pursued in a given order can be repre
sented by a set of sequential and conditional proba
bilities. (The same identity has been used in re
lating simultaneous and sequential formulations of 
discrete choice.) When the conditionality in Equa
tion 1 is appropriately represented in sequential 
probabilities, then the sequential approach is 
equivalent to the simultaneous approach to trip 
chaining. 

It may be argued that activity choice cannot be 
adequately described by probabilities that are con
ditioned only on the pasti activity choice may also 
be dependent on future activities because a set of 
activities to be pursued may have been planned be
forehand. Nevertheless, it can be seen that the 
backward dependency on the past implies forward 
dependency on the future as well. By using Bayes's 
rule, 

(2) 
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Pr(X1 IX2, X3) = [Pr(X3 IX1 , X2)Pr(X2 IXi)Pr(Xi)] 

+ [f
1 

Pr(X3IX1, X2)Pr(X2IX1)Pr(Xi)] (3) 

and so forth. A forward dependent probability can 
be always expressed as a function of backward depen
dent probabilities. That a choice is conditioned on 
the past implies that it is also conditioned on the 
future. 

The preceding discussion indicates that the prob
lems of previous sequential analyses, many of which 
used Markov chains, do not lie in their sequential 
structure, but rather they lie in their inadequate 
representation of the conditionality. In the fol
lowing discussion it is assumed that there are pat
terns in sequencing activities in a set, and also 
that the choice probability of a given activity set 
is predetermined. The intensity of direct linkages 
between activities, or transition probabilities, 
which have been the main focus of previous studies, 
is viewed as a consequence of the patterns and pref
erences in choosing activity sets and sequencing 
activities. It is then shown that these patterns 
and preferences can be represented by the condi
tional transition probability, whereas the two 
Markovian assumptions--history dependence and sta
tionarity (or time homogeneity)--are inadequate. 

Suppose the number of activities in the set (de
noted by kl is fixed and the individual is com
pletely indifferent to the sequence of activities. 
Consider an activity set (w) and two activity 
types (A and B). Because the sequencing is com
pletely random, all the sequences obtained by permu
tating the activ.ities in w have the identical 
probability. Accordingly, for all w, 

Pr(X 0 =A, Xn+l = Blw) = Pr(Xm =A, Xm+i = Blw) (4) 

and 

Pr(Xn =Alw)=Pr(Xm =Alw) m,n = 1,2, ... ,k-1 (5) 

Then, if A is included in at least one activity set, 

Pr(Xn+1 = BIX0 =A)=[: Pr(X0 =A, X0 +1 = Blw)Pr(w)] 

+ [~ Pr(X0 =Alw)Pr(w)] 

=Pr[Xm+i =BIXm =A] (6) 

Namely, the pairwise activity transition probabili
ties are stationary. Note that this conclusion is 
not affected by the probability with which w is 
chosen [Pr (w) I, i.e., it does not depend on the 
preferences in activity set choice. 

Although the pairwise activity transition proba
bilities are stationary, they are not history inde
pendent even in this simplified case of random 
activity sequencing. Suppose that the choice proba
bilities of sets that include activities A, B, and D 
are zero, while those of other sets are positive. 
Then 

Pr(X11 +1 =Bl ... , XQ = C, ... , X0 =A)> 0 (7) 

and 

(8) 

Therefore, Pr(Xn+lix1 , x 2, ••• , Xnl F Pr(Xn+l'Xn). 
For the activity transitions to be Markovian, the 
probabilities with which respective activity sets 
are chosen must conform with those depicted by the 
transition matrix of a Markov chain, a condition 
rather groundless to assume. 

The pattern of sequencing activities in a trip 
chain is another source of history dependence, which 
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also yields nonstationarity. Suppose activity A 
tends to be pursued before B, but the individual is 
indifferent to the sequencing of activity c. Then 
for w that involves A, B, and C, the probability 
Pr(X +l =Bl ••• , xn a c, w) varies depending on 
whet~er A has been pursued before c. Now suppose 
both A and B tend to be pursued earlier in a chain, 
but again C is equally likely to be pursued in any 
order. Then, Pr(Xm+l • AIXm • c, w) > Pr(Xn+l • 
AIXn • C, w) if m < n. The first example indicates 
that sequencing patterns cause history dependence, 
and the latter indicates that pairwise transitions 
become nonstationary. 

Any Markov chain exhibits certain patterns of 
activity set formation and sequencing. But the re
versal is not always truei i.e., given patterns of 
set formation and sequencing cannot always be repre
sented by a Markov chain. The discussion in this 
section also implies that sequencing and activity 
set formation can be represented when the condi
tional probabilities of activity transitions are 
appropriately specified. The failure of Markov 
chain models is caused by their invalid representa
tion of the conditionality. In the following sec
tions characteristics of trip chaining are first 
observed, and then a sequential model is proposed. 

DATA SETS 

Empirical observations of this study are made by 
using the 1965 Detroit area transportation and land 
use study (TALUS) data set, the 1977 Baltimore 
travel demand data set, and published transition 
frequency matrices from Chicago, Buffalo, and Pitts
burgh [reported by Hemmens (19) J. The TALUS data 
set is most extensively analyzed, whereas the other 
sets are used to examine the generality of the re
sults obtained. A significant advantage of the 
TALUS data set--a conventional origin-destination 
survey result--is its ample sample size, which is 
crucial for the analysis carried out in this study. 

The original TALUS data file, which contained 
records of 320,090 trips made by 82,050 individuals, 
was screened to exclude those individuals who did 
not have a closed series of trips that originated 
and terminated at home (which may include intermedi
ate returns to home) , who had no car available to 
the household or did not hold a driver's license, 
who were younger than 18 years old, who used travel 
modes other than car, and those who made work trips 
on the survey day (walk trips are not recorded in 
the TALUS data unless they were work trips). The 
last criterion is introduced because of the substan
tial differences in travel and time use patterns 
between those who worked and those who did not on 
the survey day (20,21). As a result of this screen
ing, the sample analyzed includes 76,025 trips and 
27,901 trip chains made by 16,520 individuals [a 
geographical subsample of this was used in previous 
studies (16,20,21)]. 

All screening criteria are also applied to the 
Baltimore data set, and a sample of 1,789 trips and 
697 trip chains made by 435 individuals is ob
t..i=!lin~cl A Tht=io t'.r.i=!lnRitinn fr~qnt=anr.y m;:iit-.rtr.~R frnm ... hA 

other three metroJ?.Olitan areas include all observa
tions without comparable screening. As is clear 
from the screening criteria, the internal homoge
neity of the sample is emphasized in this study, 
whereas some aspects i;>f travel behavior are placed 
out of its scope, such as the effect of travel mode 
on trip chaining. Individuals with transit trips 
are eliminated for this reason, and they are not 
analyzed because their sample size is too small for 
statistical analysis. 

'l'he 27,901 trip cnains in tne sample from tne 
TALUS data set contain 48,124 sojourns with an aver-
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age chain length (averag·e number of sojourns per 
chain) of 1.725. Although 62.2 percent of the total 
chains are single-sojourn chains, they account for 
only 36.0 percent of the total sojourns, and apprpx
imately two-thirds of the sojourns belong to multi
sojourn chains. The significance of multisojourn 
chains is evident. The average chain length of the 
Baltimore sample is 1. 57, approximately 10 percent 
less than that of the TALUS sample. The average 
number of chains per person is 1.60, which compares 
with 1.689 of the TALUS sample. 

The direct transitions between activities in trip 
chains in the TALUS and Baltimore samples were first 
analyzed by using a transition matrix, with the as
sumption that trip chaining can be represented by a 
stationary and history-independent Markov chain. 
These two samples are different from those of other 
studies in that the individuals who made work trips 
are excluded. Nevertheless, this preliminary anal
ysis of the pooled transition matrices indicated 
that the present samples share many of the trip
purpose linkage patterns reported in the literature 
<!.· 11, 19) • 

NONSTATIONARITY OF ACTIVITY TRANSITIONS 

Although traditional Markov chain analysis (which 
uses the pooled transition matrix) offers a conve
nient means of data summarization, the implicit sta
tionarity assumption that the same transition matrix 
applies to all transitions in a trip chain is too 
restrictive for rigorous analysis of the behavior. 
In this section the nature of trip chaining is ex
plored by using a nonstationary Markov chain, where 
each step of transition has its own transition ma
trix that is not necessarily identical to those of 
other steps (the first step of transition refers to 
the transition from the first purpose to the second, 
the second step of transition is the one from the 
second purpose to the third, and so forth). 

Nonstationar ity in Trip-Purpose Chains 

Nonstationarity in the observed trip-purpose transi
tions is statistically examined by applying the 
likelihood-ratio test ( 22). The results are summa
rized in Table 1. To eliminate empty cells in the 
frequency matrices for as many steps as possible, 

Table 1. Likelihood-ratio test of stationarity in trip-purpose transitions. 

Fors= 1, ... , 9 Fors= 2, ... , 9 

Row Column Row Column 
Trip Purpose Total3 Totalb Totalc Totald 

Home 357 .6° 77.9° 
Personal businessf 337 .6° 155.2° 46.0g 39.9 
Social-recreationh 603.7° 157.4° 38.8 65.7° 
Shopping 374.l e 36.5 93.0° 26.9 
Serve passengers 270.1° 878.7° 132.2" 99.6° 

Total1 1,585.4°•; 1,585.4°,j 310.o•·k 31 o.o•·k 

Note: In pJaces where degrees of freedom are indicated, the df for the column total 
cannot be defined in the conventional manner; therefore the ratio [(total df)-;- (no. 
of columns)] js presented here. 

8 df = 32. 
bdf=2s.6. 

~dr:2s. 
df - 22.4. 

:significant at a= o.oos. 
IncJu des school. 

gSignificant 11 1 Ct = 0,05. 

~Includes eal ·mcal tdps. 
1
A definition of the log-likelihood ratio statistic is given in Anderson and Goodwin 

.(22). 
Jdf= 128. 
kdf= 112. 
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two trip purposes with fewer observed frequencies 
are merged with others, as indicated in the table. 
The test is conducted for the first nine transition 
matrices, and also for the eight matrices from steps 
2-9. The null hypothesis is strongly rejected in 
both'cases. 

Together with the overall chi-square values, the 
data in Table 1 present chi-square statistics for 
the row and column of each trip purpose, where the 
row total represents the nonstationarity in the 
transition probabilities from the trip purpose, and 
the column total represents that to the trip pur
pose. For the first case (steps • 1, 2, ••• , 9), 
all rows and columns have significant statistics, 
except the column total for shopping, which indi
cates that shopping is pursued with a relatively 
stationary probability throughout a chain. The 
large chi-square value associated with the transi
tions to serve-passenger trips and that from social
recreation trips are also noted. 

The second test excludes the transition matrix of 
the first step. The drastic reduction in the over
all chi-square value from the first test indicates 
the extreme distinctiveness of the matrix for the 
first transition. Note that the first transition 
determines whether the individual pursues only one 
or more than one sojourn in a trip chain. The data 
in Table 1 also indicate that the variation in link
ages with serve-passenger trips is a major source of 
nonstationarity in the second step and thereafter. 

The pairwise distinctiveness of two successive 
transition matrices was also tested, and the first 
four matrices were found to be significantly differ
ent from each other (with chi-square values of 783.3 
between the first and second steps, 92.1 b~tween 
second and third, and 38.9 between third and fourth, 
all with df = 16). No significant difference was 
found after the fourth step. This is at least 
partly caused by the reduced sample size in the 
transition frequency matrices of later steps. At 
the same time, the implication of the result that 
the transition probabilities are stabilized in later 
steps of a trip chain is intuitively agreeable. 

Variations in Linkage Patterns 

The nonstationarity in trip-purpose transitions im
plies that a pair of activities may have strengthen
ing or weakening linkages with each other, and that 
some activities tend to be pursued earlier or later 
in a chain. The data in Table 2 indicate by step of 
transition those trip-purpose pairs for which more 
than expected transitions are observed in respective 
steps. Many of the diagonal cells are significant 
in all steps, which indicates that activities of the 
same type continue to have strong linkages among 
themselves throughout the chain. There are also 
several trip-purpose combinations that are signifi
cant only in the first few steps or in later steps. 

Table 2. Salient trip-purpose linkages in nonstationary transition matrices 
for steps 1·4. 

Category HOME PBNS SREC MEAL SHOP SCHL SVPS 

PBNS 1,2,3,4 
SREC 1,2,3,4 1,2,3 
MEAL 1,2,3 3 
SHOP 1,2 1,2,3,4 
SCHL I 2 
SVPS 3 1,2,3,4 

Note: Steps 1 through 4 indicate the step of transition for which the cell has a ch.i
square value of 7 .879 or greater with an expected frequency of S or greater. Ab
breviations for trip-purpose categories are as follows: PBNS =personal business, 
SREC =social-recreation, MEAL= eat meal, SHOP= shopping, SCHL =school, 
and SVPS = serve passengers. 
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Especially noted is the transition from serve
passenger trips to home in the third step. The sig
nificance of this trip-purpose combination in this 
particular step is caused by the dominance of the 
trip-purpose sequence: serve passengers to other 
activity to serve passengers to home (a later sec
tion indicates that this is a typical sequence when 
a trip chain involves serve-passenger trips). Thus 
the result suggests that the observed nonstationar
i ty is partly caused by the sequencing by the trip
maker of the activities within a trip chain. 

The variations in trip-purpose linkages were fur
ther characterized by evaluating for respective 
steps the mean first passage times (MFPTs)"1 that is, 
the expected number of transitions from an origin 
state until a destination state is visited for the 
first time (23). The result indicated that the 
linkages to p;rsonal business become wea~er in later 
steps of a chain. On the other hand, the MFPTs to 
serve-passenger and social-recreation trips revealed 
strengthening linkages between these activities and 
others in later steps. 

This analysis of nonstationarity in trip-purpose 
chains strongly suggests the existence of patterns 
in sequencing activities. An earlier section indi
cated that another possible source of the observed 
nonstationarity is the dependence of activity choice 
on the set of activities already pursued, which is 
closely i:elated with the preferences in the choice 
of activity set. In the following sections these 
two aspects are discussed, and the reasons why such 
nonstationarity exists in trip-chaining behavior are 
illuminated, 

ACTIVITY SEQUENCING IN A TRI P CHAIN 

Consider the transition frequency matrix presented 
in Table 3, which gives direct transitions between 
activities in 10,555 multisojourn trip chains in the 
TALUS sample. The matrix is obviously not symmet
ric, i.e., the frequency of (i,j) transitions is not 
always similar to that of (j,i) transitions. Exami
nation of this asymmetric nature of the matrix leads 
to inferences as to the sequencing of activities 
within a trip chain. Suppose that three activities 
(A, B, and C) are to be pursued in a chain. If the 
tripmaker is completely indiffer ent to the sequence 
of these activities, all of the 3! possible sequences 
would have the equal likelihood of occurrence, and 
the occurrence of each one of the 6 (= 3C2 2) pos
sible direct transitions would have the identical 
probability. Accordingly, the observed transition 
frequency matrix must be symmetric. The asymmetric 
matrix of Table 3, therefore, suggests that certain 
activities tend to precede others in multisojourn 
chains. 

Table 3. Asymmetry of pooled transition frequency matrix. 

Category PBNS SREC MEAL SHOP SCHL SVPS 

PBNS 1,5278 815b 212b l,820b 27< 515< 
SP.EC ,d;::;,,,d !,563-a 2~ " 1 f'I01 l<d 7 22 
MEAL li4d 277 168 191 17 158 
SHOP 844d 1,122 188 3,1098 8d 687d 
SCHL 46° 43b 27 58b 23" 59f 
SVPS 618° 737 140 l,030b 93g 1,5648 

Note: Abbreviations are defined in Table 2. The footnotes in the table, except a, give 
the significance of the asymmetry between (i, j) and (j, i) cells. 

8Not pmrl of the oum nu1on ofasymmatry. 
bObscrvc.lion greuccr 1hru:1 expectation : tignificant at a:= 0.005. 
cObservation less than expectationj significant at a:= 0.05. 
dObservation less than expectation; significant at a= 0.005. 
eObservation greater than exDectation; sbtnificent at a:== O.OS. 

fObservation Jess than expectation; significant et a= 0.01. 
gObservation greater than ~xpectationj significant at a:= 0.01 . 
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Tendenc ies in Activ ity Seguenc ing 

Examination of the pooled transition frequency ma
tri.x of Table 3 indicates that the transition fre
quencies that are statistically most asymmetric 
involve personal businessi for example, 815 transi
tions from personal business to social-recreation 
versus 462 transitions from social-recreation to 
personal businessi 212 transitions from personal 
business to eating meal versus 114 from eating meal 
to personel businessi and so fprth (the differences 
are significant at o • 0.005). Obviously, per
sonal business tends to be pursued in a chain before 
the other activities. School trips have a similar 
tendency, and they precede personal business trips 
more frequently, and serve-passenger trips have a 
tendency to precede school and personal business 
trips. 

There are also several pairs of tri~ purposes of 
whose sequences the tripmaker is apparently indif
ferent: 285 transitions from social-recreation to 
eating meal versus 277 from eating meal to social
recreationi 1,091 from social-recreation to shopping 
versus 1,122 from shopping to social-recreationi and 
so forth. None of these differences is statisti
cally significant at any appropriate level. 

Nine of the 15 (= 6c2 ) pairs of different 
trip purposes have statistically significant asym
metry (o = 0.05). Based on these relationships, a 
hierarchy diagram is constructed to show the tenden
cies in sequencing activities within a trip chain 
(Figure la). The perfect consistency in the hier
archical relationship among the trip purposes is 
shown in the figurer for example, serving passen
gers, which precedes school, also precedes those 
trip purposes that school precedes. These consis
tent tendencies in the observed direct transitions 
are quite noteworthy. 

Hierarchical relationships among activities are 
evaluated in the same manner by using transition 
frequency matrices from Chicago, Buffalo, and Pitts
burghi these are summarized in Figure lb. The re
sult is in satisfactory agreement with the TALUS 
result. This is also the case for Baltimore, but 
the sample size is insufficient to be conclusive. 

l'lctivity Sequencing a nd Uncertaint y 

The hierarchical order of activities presented in 
Figure la,b indicates that activities in the higher 
order tend to be accompanied with spatial or tem
poral fixity, or both. For example, serving a pas
senger quite often implies that a person must be 
chauffeured to a given location by a given time, 
personal business such as banking must be pursued at 
a predetermined location, and so forth. The result 
indicates that activities of less flexibility tend 
to be pursued in a trip chain before more flexible 
activities, such as social-recreation and shopping. 
Cullen and Godson (24) argued that an individual's 
itinerary for a day is formed by articulating activ
ities with less fixity around those activities with 
high Rp11tfal or t..,.mporal fixity nr hnth, which 11ct 

study (20) revealed that serve-passenger trips 
largely prescribe an individual's daily travel pat
tern because of their fixity. The present study 
reveals another tendency in urban travel behavior: 
a relationship between sequencing of activities and 
their fixities. 

The information available from the data set does 
not allow statistical determination of the reason 
why this sequencing pattern is observed. Neverthe
less, the consistent observations from the four met
ropolitan areas offer the basis for constructing 
behavioral inferences on the subject. A rather 
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Figure 1. Hierarchy in activity sequencing in trip chains: TALUS (Detroit), Buffalo, Chicago, and Pittsburgh. 

a. TALUS (Detroit) b. Buffalo, Chicago, and Pittsburgh, 
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PERSONAL BUS I NESS 
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* 

1 A sol id arrow indicates that the hierarchical 
relationship is observed in all three metro
politan areas. A broken arrow indicates that 
the relationship is observed in the area 
indicated by the initial (e.g., "B" for Buffalo). 

*includes eating meals. Serving passengers is 
excluded from the original tabulation 

SHOPPING SOCIAL-RECREATION EAT MEAL SOC !AL-RECREATION Note: Transit frequency tables are reported in Hemmens (li). 

straightforward conjecture postulated here is that 
the sequencing pattern observed in this study is a 
result of individuals' consideration of uncertainty 
in activity planning. 

Consider the case where an individual is combin
ing both fixed and flexible activities into a 
chain. Quite typically, the exact amount of time 
required to accomplish an activity is not known to 
the individual beforehand. If a flexible activity 
is pursued first, and if it takes longer than ini
tially thought, then the individual may not be able 
to attend the fixed activity in time. Note that an 
activity with spatial and temporal fixity by defini
tion demands the individual to be at a'certain loca
tion by a certain time. On the other hand, if the 
flexible activity takes less time, an unexpected 
block of time must be somehow spent. In either 
case, if the individual recognizes this uncertainty, 
it appears logical for him to pursue the fixed ac
tivity first. The observed activity .sequencing 
pattern thus suggests that uncertainty plays a sig
nificant role in the activity planning of an indi
vidual. The pattern is perhaps a result of an indi
vidual's effort to minimize risks because of the 
uncertainty and to pursue a set of activities effi
ciently in a trip chain. 

HISTORY DEPENDENCE IN ACTIVITY CHOICE 

An earlier section indicated that preferences in 
activity set choice in general make activity transi
tions history dependent. The sequencing pattern ob
served in the previous section implies that activity 
choice depends on the series of activities already 
pursued in a trip chain. The strong direct linkages 
among activities of the same type also suggest his
tory dependence. However, little exploration of the 
nature of history dependence in trip chaining has 
been· made in the past, and most analyses were con
cerned only with direct linkages between pairs of 
activities. The analysis of this section, which 
focuses on the entire series of activities in trip 
chains, reveals additional characteristics of activ
ity set formation and activity sequencing. 

Although there are many possible ways of statis
tically examining the history dependence in trip 
chaining [e.g., triples used by Parkes and Wallies 
( 25) 1 also see Anderson and Goodman ( 22) ] , most of 
them encounter problems with sample size because of 
the scarcity in the sample of chains with a large 
number of sojourns. Accordingly, this study takes 
on an approach of tabulating the frequency.of chains 

by the trip-purpose sequence and directly examining 
the history-independence assumption by using a con
tingency table analysis technique. 

History Dependence of Three-Sojourn Chains 

Consider those trip chains with three sojourns, 
namely, x1 , x2 , and x3 F home, and x4 = home. The 
history-independence assumption can be stated for 
these chains as 

(9) 

for all i, j, and k F home. Namely, the conditional 
probability that the third activity is k given the 
second activity (= j) is independent of the first 
activity (= i). This null hypothesis can be tested 
by tabulating, for given x2 , the frequencies of 
the third activity categories by the first catego
ries, then by examining the independence of the re
sulting two-way contingency table. This contingency 
analysis is equivalent to applying a nonstationary 
Markov chain of the first order to test the history 
ind.ependence of three-sojourn chains. The results 
for 2, 760 three-sojourn chains found in the TALUS 
sample are given in Table 4. To ensure a sufficient 
number of observations for each sequence of trip 
purposes, the original six trip-purpose categories 
are collapsed into four, as in Table 1. 

In part A of Table 4 the results for those three
sojourn chains whose second trip purpose is personal 
business (including school) are presented. The row 
represents the first trip purpose, and the column 
represents the third trip purpose. If the history
independent assumption holds, then every row should 
have the same distribution of cell frequencies. The 
expected cell frequencies under this independence 
assumption are shown in parentheses. 

As expected, the four contingency tables (parts 
A-D, Table 4) are all highly significant, which in
dicates that the conditional probability that a cer
tain activity is pursued as the third activity, 
given the second one, does depend on the first ac
tivity pursued in the chain. Especially notable are 
the much higher-than-expected frequencies of the 
diagonal cells i tr ipmakers tend to repeat the same 
type of activity as the first and third activities 
in a trip chain. This recurrence of the same activ
ity type is particularly noticeable for serve
passenger trips when the second purpose is not serv
ing passengers (see parts A-C of Table 4). The 
diagonal cell for serving passengers alone accounts 
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Table 4. Frequencies of three-sojourn chains by sequence of trip purposes. 

~2 : PEINS 
X3 

~--~f SHOP 
X3 

x1 PBNS SREC SHOP SVPS Total xi PBNS SREC SHOP SVPS Total 

PBNS 107 38 87 IJ 24.5 PBNS 82 .50 163 16 311 
(66.2) (42.5) (84.6) (51.7) [54.7] (42.J) (66.1) (153.2) (49.7) [65.2) 

SREC II 36 22 6 75 SREC 7 85 66 26 184 
(20.3) (13.0) (25.9) (15.8) [51.5) (24.9) (39.1) (90.6) (29.4) [73.9) 

SHOP 24 16 6.5 7 112 SHOP 46 67 254 llJ Jlll 
(30.2) (19.4) (38.7) (23.6) [31.5) (51.6) (80.9) 087.6) (60.9) [62.6) 

SVPS 2J 16 37 !OJ 179 SVPS 9 24 41 114 18B 
(48.3) (31.1) (61.8) (37.8) [143.1) (25.4) (39.9) (92.6) (30.0) [280.4) 

Total 165 106 211 129 611 Total 144 226 524 170 1064 
[44.0) [49.0) [28.5) [159.3) [280.9) [61.9] [66.6) [59.5] [294.0) [482.1) 

~2 = SREC 
X3 

~2 = SVPS 
X3 

x, PBNS SREC SHOP SVPS Total x, PBNS SREC SHOP SVPS Total 

PBNS 50 4.5 50 22 167 PBNS II JO JO 17 4B 
(17.6) (65.8) (35.9) (47.7) [85.J) (6.8) (8.5) (10.J) (22.5) [4.2] 

SREC 19 !BJ 47 29 278 SREC 6 15 8 16 45 
(29.4) (109.5) (59.8) (79.4) [87.8) (6.4) (7.9) (9.6) (21.1) [7.8] 

SHOP 9 51 50 8 llB SHOP 7 14 u 9 4.5 
(12.5) (46.5) (25.4) (33.7) [44.9) (6.4) (7.9) (9.6) (21.l) [14.7) 

SVPS J 2J 18 160 204 SVPS 21 17 J5 107 180 
(21.5) (80.3) (43.9) (58.2) {249.9) (25.5) (31.7) (38.5) (84.3) [14.0) 

Total 81 302 16.5 219 767 Total 4.5 .56 68 llJ9 JIB 
[80.0) [97.3) [47.4] [243.J) [467.8) [3.5) [18.1) [3.6) (15.6] (40.7) 

Personal business (PBNS) includes school, and soci.:1-recreation (SREC) includes eating meal. For other abbreviations, see Table 2. 

( ): Expected cell frequency 
[ ] : Row, column, or grand total of chi-square values. 

for 40. O percent of the total chi-square value of 
part A where the second purpose is personal busi
ness. The corresponding values are 38.1 percent for 
part B cx 2 = social-recreat i on), and 48.8 percent 
for part C (X2 = shopping). The sequence of serve 
passengers to other activity to serve passengers is 
observed much more frequently than the expectation 
under the history-independence assumption, and it is 
found in 12.2 percent of the all three-sojourn 
chains, or in 36.6 percent of those three-sojourn 
chains that involve serve-passenger trips at all. 
The corresponding statistics from the Baltimore sam
ple are 14 and 36 percent, respectively. This se
quence pattern is obviously caused by the typical 
requirement that a person chauffeured and dropped 
off at a place has to be picked up later. The exam
ination of individual cells of parts A-C also indi
cates that the probability that the third purpose is 
serving passengers is significantly smaller than the 
expectation when the first and second purposes are 
not serving passengers. 

The data in Table 4 also indicate that the activ
ities pursued in a chain quite often all fall within 
one trip-purpose category. For example, the se
quences shopping to shopping to shopping and social
recreation to social-recreation to social-recreation 
are the most frequently observed sequences. This, 
together with the recurring tendency previously dis
cussed, indicates that the activities pursued in a 
chain tend to be homogeneous. Of the 2,760 chains, 
61.9 percent involve only one trip-purpose category, 
23.6 percent involve two, and only 14.5 percent in
volve three different trip-purpose categories as 
defined here. These observations differ substan
tially from the expected values obtained by assuming 
complete independence in trip-purpose transitions 
(i.e., Markov chain of the 0th order): 6.9, 56.8, 
and 35.3 percent, respectively. In the Baltimore 
sample 72 percent of chains with three or more so
journs involve only one or two trip-purpose cate
gories. 

The sequences of activities in these three-

sojourn chains showed exactly the same hierarchical 
order as in Figure 1. Note that this analysis takes 
into consideration the sequences of indirectly 
linked activities. This can be seen in part by 
examining the asymmetry of the matrices presented in 
Table 4. 

Similar tabulations and analyses were done for 
1,164 four-sojourn chains in the TALUS sample with 
the same classification of trip purposes into four 
categories. However, of the 256 (= 4') possible 
sequences of trip purposes, 150 had observed fre
quencies of 3 or less, which warranted only limited 
statistical examination of these chains. Even a 
data set of 76,025 trip records appears insufficient 
for rigorous statistical investigation of history 
dependence in trip chains. Nevertheless, available 
statistics indicate that the inferences made for the 
three-sojourn chains are likely to apply to the 
four-sojourn chains. For example, 547 (47 percent) 
of the all four-sojourn chains involved only one or 
two trip-purpose categories. Again, tripmakers tend 
to pursue only a few types of activities in a 
chian. Of the 292 chains that contain two or three 
serve-passenger trips, 220 (75.3 percent) involve 
the sequences of serve passengers to other activity 
to serve passengers, or serve passengers to other 
activity to other activity to serve passengers. 

Possible Explanation of Homogeneity 

uovious1y, tne temporal ana spat1a1 a1str1but1ons ot 
opportunities are among the factors that contribute 
to the homogeneity of activity types pursued in a 
trip chain. For example, pursuing personal business 
is not likely in the evening because businesses or 
shops are typically closed, and chains made in the 
evening tend to be social-recreation oriented. Com
mercial corridor development provides many shopping 
opportunities in close proximity, thus making shop
ping trip chains convenient and economical. 

It may also be hypothesized that the individual 
has clear perception as to the compatibility of dif-
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ferent types of activities in a chain [closely re
lated is the viewpoint that individuals perceive 
different time periods of a day as suitable for dif
ferent types of activities (15,24)]. In some ex
treme cases a set of activities may be viewed as a 
full course of activities and pursued as such1 for 
example, movie to late dinner to home, or visit a 
friend to bowling lane to a pizza house to drive the 
friend home to home. The latter forms a four
sojourn chain that involves social-recreation and 
serve-passenger trips. If a bundle of activities is 
perceived as one integrated activity, introduction 
of a heterogeneous activity into the chain may not 
be acceptable to the individual. Even the way the 
individual is dressed may affect trip chaining. If 
the individual leaves home to pursue a homogeneous 
set of activities and is dressed suitably for this 
set, he may feel uncomfortable to visit locations 
for heterogeneous activities where he may be over
dressed or underdressed. This may be especially the 
case in the TALUS sample because of its survey date 
and the conservative nature of the region. 

SEQUENTIAL MODEL OF TRIP CHAINING 

Based on the results of the previous sections, which 
examined the nature of trip-chaining behavior from 
various viewpoints, a simple model of the behavior 
is developed and tested. The key issue in the 
modeling effort is how to represent the past history 
of a chain in a simple and practical form. 

Model Framework 

The model development effort is based on the premise 
that the observed characteristics of trip chaining 
can be adequately represented by making the transi
tion probabilities dependent on the past history of 
the chain. The findings that activities in a chain 
tend to be homogeneous and that inflexible activi
ties tend to be pursued first suggest a rather sim
ple and systematic structure of history dependence. 
The probability of a given activity transition 
strongly depends on the types of activities already 
pursued, but may not depend on the number of times 
these activities were engaged in or on the exact 
order in which they were pursued. For example, the 
sequencing pattern implies that once flexible activ
ities have been pursued, the probability of an in
flexible activity is small, but the number of the 
previous flexible activities and their sequence may 
have only a negligible effect on the probability. 
The exact representation of the history, as shown in 
Equation 1, may not be necessary, and a simpler rep
resentation may be adequate. 

The conditional probability of activity choice is 
formulated as follows: 

(10) 

where Djn is a binary (0-1) variable, which indi
cates wliether activity type j has been pursued in 
the chain by the nth transition, and K is the number 
of activity categories used to represent th·e history 
of the chain. The model assumes that activity tran
sition probabilities depend on direct linkages1 thus 
the probability of the next activity (Xn+ll is 
conditioned on the current activity (Xn). History 
of a chain, however, is not represented by the en
tire series of activities pursued, but by a set of 
binary variables (D1n• ••• , OKn>• 

For example, suppose that activities are classi
fied into four categories (serve passengers, per
sonal business, social-recreation, and shopping) , 
and the Djn's are defined for j = 1, 2, 3 as 
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Oln • 1 if serving passenger has been pursued by 
n, O otherwiser 

D2n • 1 if personal business h\IS been pursued by 
n, O otherwise1 and 

D3n • 1 if social-recreation or shopping has been 
pursued by n, O otherwise. 

Two activity categories (social-recreation and shop
ping) are grouped together in defining the Dj 's 
(note how they are tied in the activity sequencfng 
in Figure la) • There are eight possible values of 
vector Dn • (Din• D2n• D3nl· Recall that some tran
sitions are likely to occur with the sequencing pat
tern found earlier, whereas others are less likely 
to occur. Naturally, the probabilities of the first 
group will be larger than those of the second group 
for given X +l and Xn• The activity choice 
probability of the model captures this variation be
cause it is conditioned on Dn and thus replicates 
the sequencing pattern. The preferences in activity 
set choice are represented by the conditional prob
ability in a similar manner. 

The process <x1 , x2, ••• ) depicted by the 
history-dependent probability Pr(Xn+l1Xn1 Din• o2n, 
o3 ) can be represented as a stationary, history
in3ependent Markov chain process if the states are 
redefined and the state space is expanded appropri
ately. The set of states and the structure of the 
transition matrix for this example are shown in Fig
ure 2. The states are now defined in terms of both 

figure 2. Stationary transition matrix of history-depende-nHrip:dliliiing 
model. 

"TO" STATE 

s p s s s p s s s p s s s PSSSPSSH 
"FROM" STATE V B R H V B R H V B V R H B R H V B R H 0 

P N E 0 P N E 0 P N P E 0 N E 0 P N E 0 M 
0 S S C P S S C P S S S C P S C P S S C P E n 

1. (l ,0,0) SVPS * * * * 
2. (0, l ,O) PBNS * * 
3. (0,0, l) SREC * * * 
4. (0,0, 1) SHOP * * * * 
5. (l ,0,0) SVPS * * * 
6. (0, l ,O) PBNS * * * 
7. (0,0, l) SREC * * 
8. (0,0, l) SHOP * * * 
9. (l, 1,0) SVPS * * ... 

10 . (l, 1,0) PBNS * * * * * 
11. (1,0, 1) SVPS * • * * 
12 . (1,0, 1) SREC * • * * 
13. (l ,O, 1) SHOP * • * * 
14 . (0, 1, 1) PBNS * * * * 
15. (0,1, 1) SREC * * * * * 
16. (0, 1, 1) SHOP * * * * * 
li . (1,1,1) SVPS * * * * * 
18. (1, 1, 1) PBNS * * • * • 
19. (1, 1'1) SREC • • * * * 
20. (1, 1, 1) SHOP * * * * * 

Note: States 1 through 4 are only for the first transition. 
A "*" indicates that the transition probability between 
the states are positive; otherwise the probability is zero . 
PBNS includes personal business and school, SREC includes 
social-recreation and eating meals, SHOP represents shop
ping, and SVPS represents serving passengers. 

activity type 
vector Dnl. 
expressed by 
the state of 
plies that 

and past history of the chain (i.e., 
Accordingly, the past history, as 

Dn, is automatically specified when 
the process is designated, which im-

where X' n is the redefined nth state. Namely, the 
process (x• 1 , x• 2 , ••• _) is a Markov chain pro-
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cess. This expansion makes the analysis quite 
straightforward, and statistical evaluation of the 
model can be done as in a standard Markov chain 
analysis. 

Estimation Result 

Sequential models of activity linkage are estimated 
by using the 27 ,901 trip chains in the TALUS sample 
with the classification of activities into four 
types, as in the preceding example. Five models 
with different transition structures are examined: 

1. Stationary, his.tory-independent model 1 
2. Nonstationary, history-independent model1 
3. History-dependent model with three elements 

in Dnl 
4. History-dependent model with four elements in 

Dnl and 
5. History-dependent model, a hybrid of models 3 

and 4. 

Models 1 and 2 are studied here as references 
against which the history-dependent models are com
pared. Based on the results presented earlier, 
model 2 assumes a stationary transition matrix after 
the fourth transition. Model ·3 is the one described 
in the previous example. The history indicator Dn 
of model 4 is defined for the four activity types 
without grouping shopping and social-recreation to
gether, as in model 3. Model 5 uses the same Dn 
as model 4. However, no further difference is as-

Table 5. Performance of alternative models of activity transition. 

No.of 
No, Model Parameters L 

I Stationary, history independent 20 -58,403 
2 Nonstationary, history independent 100 -57,668 
3 History dependent, three-element 

Dn 100 -56,642 
4 History dependent, four-element 

Dn 180 -56 ,336 
History dependent, hybrid 150 -56 ,362 
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sumed in model 5 as to the history dependence of 
activity transitions after serving passengers, per
sonal business, and either one of social-recreation 
or shopping are all pursued in a chain. 

Transition probabilities· of each model are esti
mated by the maximum likelihood method. The good
ness of fit in terms of the log-likelihood value and 
square sum of errors in predicting the frequency of 
each activity sequence is given in Table 5. The 
latter statistic excludes chains with five or more 
sojourns (about 4 percent of the entire sample) for 
computational reasons. The improving goodness of 
fit of the model found in the table as the number of 
parameters increases is not surprising. More im
portant, however, is that systematic prediction er
rors diminish as more thorough treatment of history 
dependence is made. The agreement between the ob
served and predicted frequencies of respective ac
tivity sequences is shown in Figure 3 for models 1 
and s. 

Model 1 (Figure 3a), a standard Markov chain 
model, significantly underestimates the frequencies 
of single-sojourn chains, overestimates most of two
sojourn sequences, and makes extremely large errors 
in. evaluating the frequencies of chains that involve 
recurrence of activities, especially those involving 
the following sequence: serve passengers to other 
activities to serve passengers. The nonstationary 
model (model 2) almost perfectly replicates the dis
tribution of chain lengths. Nevertheless, chains 
starting with shopping are mostly underestimated, 
and sequences that involve serve-passenger trips are 
estimated with large errors. 

-2(L'IL) 

Chi-Square df SSE 

723,648 
1,471.2 80 117,969 

3,522.0 80 34,330 

4,133.4 160 8,689 
4,083.0 130 8,737 

Note: L =log llkelihood; -2(l>L) = -2[ (L of model 1) - (L of the model)]; and SSE= square sum of errors. 

Figure 3. Observed and expected frequencies of trip-purpose sequences. 

a. STATIONARY, HISTORY INDEPENDENT MODEL (MODEL l) 
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The history-dependent models (models 3-5) largely 
improve these defects. Model 3, however, still 
shows significant errors for chains that involve 
social-recreation or shopping trips, which suggests 
that grouping these two activity types when repre
senting the history of a chain is not adequate. 
Examination of the log-likelihood value between this 
model and models 4 and 5 also indicates this. The 
performances of models 4 and 5 (Figure 3b) are sat
isfactory, and only few activity sequences are pre
dicted with significant errors. Note that model 5 
performs almost as well as model 4, even though it 
has 30 less parameters. The satisfactory agreement 
between the observed and predicted frequencies im
plies that the patterns in activity sequencing and 
activity set formation are well represented by the 
model, and also that the model adequately captures 
the history of a chain. A simple representation of 
the history of a trip chain by means of a set of 
binary variables makes possible a satisfactory rep-
1 ication of trip-chaining behavior. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The statistical analysis of this study found that 
there is a consistent hierarchical order in sequenc
ing activities where less-flexible activities tend 
to be pursued first. It was also found that the set 
of activities pursued in a trip chain tends to be 
homogeneous. Thus activity transitions are more 
organized and systematic than what a Markovian pro
cess would depict. The homogeneity of activity 
types, patterns in sequencing activities, history 
dependence, and nonstationarity in activity transi
tions are all closely interrelated. Accordingly, it 
was possible to develop a sequential, history
dependent model of activity transition that, in 
spite of its simplified representation of the his
tory of a chian, well replicated the observation. 
Although the focus of the model was on direct tran
sitions of activities, the model was capable of rep
resenting those characteristics found for the entire 
chain (e.g., homogeneity and recurrence of activi
ties and patterns in indirect transitions). The 
result strongly supports the sequential modeling 
approach adopted in this study. The usefulness of 
the model can be enhanced when the history-dependent 
probabilities are related to exogeneous factors. 
This is another step that must be taken before the 
sequential model can be applied to practical 
problems. 

Although the focus of this study was on the basic 
characteristics of trip chaining and its representa
tion by sequential probabilities, the study results 
have some practical implications. The strong regu
larity implied by the homogeneity of trip chains 
suggests that people's responses to changes in the 
travel environment may be limited, as far as trip 
chaining is concerned. People organize their trip 
chains while considering the types of activities, 
but they may not necessarily minimize travel dis
tance or cost. The importance of uncertainty in 
activity scheduling suggested by the observed se
quencing pattern also implies this. Thus travel 
patterns may be less sensitive to travel cost than 
what was expected. The rather surprising result 
that the post-energy crisis Baltimore sample has a 
mean chain length that is 10 percent shorter than 
that of the 1965 Detroit sample also supports this 
claim. This conjecture, however, is subject to fur
ther investigation. Additional subjects that can be 
suggested for future investigation include examina
tion of hierarchical relationships in time alloca
tions and spatial choices for activities in a trip 
chain, extension of the analysis to incorporate tem
poral and spatial aspects and verifying the present 
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findings in that context, and investigation of the 
characteristics of all trip chains made by an indi
vidual within the study period and of the interde
pendence among these chains. 
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Identifying Time and History Dependencies of 

Activity Choice 

RVUICHI KITAMURA AND MOHAMMAD KERMANSHAH 

In this study a sequential model of activity patterns is formulated that con
sists of time- and history-dependent models of activity choice. Th is analytical 
framework is used to identify time-of-day and history-dependent characteris· 
tics of activity choice by statistically testing a series of hypotheses. The re· 
suits indicate that the simplest expression of the history of activity engage
ments is an adequate descriptor, and also that non-home-based activity choice 
is conditionally independent of the activities in the previous chains, given the 
activities pursued in the current trip chain. Interdependencies of activity 
types across trip chains are also characterized by estimated model coefficients. 
The results of the study indicate that the decisions associated with the entire 
activity pattern can be decomposed into interrelated activity choices whose 
cond itional dependencies can be statistically evaluated. 

The way individuals schedule their daily activities 
and organize their itineraries has immediate impacts 
on the spatial and temporal distribution of trips, 
or needs for trips, in an urban area. Therefore, 
representing how the choice and scheduling of activ
ities are done and how travel patterns are formed 
are critical elements iri travel-demand forecasting 
as well as in basic travel-behavior research (1-3). 
This is especially so when attempting to forecast 
the imp~r.tR of novel ch~nges in the travel environ
mAnt nr whP.n ~,::i.,:t.king ;t tr:.n-=pnrr~tfnn !""'1 i,...y th?t 

will accomplish given objectives most effectively. 
The mechanism by which trips as induced demand 

are generated is complex. Even when only scheduling 
is considered (i.e., when and in what order a given 
set of locations is visited and how these visits are 
arranged into trip chains), there are numerous 
scheduling possibilities. Choice of activities and 
their locations further complicates the problem. 
Constraints that govern the behavior are not limited 
to monetary and time budgets as in the classical 
utility maximization framework in economics, but 

include spatial and temporal fixity constraints as
sociated with the respective activities (4), inter
personal linkage constraints (5), and other types of 
constraints that portray the -travel environment of 
each individual (6). The interrelated activity 
choices underlying - an activity-travel pattern are 
dependent on the time of day, as many previous stud
ies on time use have indicated (7,8). Previous em
pirical evidence (9, and paper b:i"ii.tamura elsewhere 
in this Record) at the same time indicates that the 
choices are dependent on history, i.e., the set of 
activities already pursued on that day. 

These aspects of daily activity and travel be
havior are all of particular importance for the un
derstanding and forecasting of the behavior. In 
particular, the time-of-day and history dependencies 
of activity choice may be viewed as the most funda
mental elements, whose adequate representation will 
lead to representation of other important aspects of 
the behavior as well. For example, the preferenceo 
in forming a set of activities in a trip chain can 
he deRGribea by sequential probabilitiea of activity 
,..h,..;,..£1. ......... .a .. ........... .; ...... .; ................ ""----..:1----1- ... ... _________ ,._ 
- --- - - - ··----- ------ ·-------~ ........ r- ··--··---~ .... __ -.t"r ....... t"' .. -

ately incorporated (see paper by Kitamura elsewhere 
in this Record). By specifying the structure of the 
time-of-day and history dependencies and estimating 
the model statistically, an important objective can 
be accomplished: characterization of activity and 
travel patterns along the time dimension. When the 
model includes exogenous factors that are related to 
changes in the travel environment or in the popula
tion characteristics, then the model serves as a 
tool for forecasting possible changes in activity 
and travel behavior. 




